Take a moment to remember the first time you set out to explore a new corner of the world, eagerly anticipating what grand adventures and exciting discoveries await on the horizon.
INTRODUCING VISTA

OUR VIEW TO THE FUTURE
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It’s that moment of effervescence when you sail away. The anticipation of discovery.

The sheer wonder of new encounters. In corners of the world you’ve dreamt of exploring. Treasured places you’ve longed to experience again. Your invitation to discover your next great adventure has arrived.

YOUR WORLD FROM A NEW PERSPECTIVE

Join us aboard Vista in 2023, a reflection of harmony and home, of the unexpected and new perspectives – the beautiful new addition to the Oceania Cruises family.
Step aboard Vista and you’ll discover a dramatic new way of seeing the world

*Vista* invites you to savor the journey on a ship whose captivating beauty and stylish design evoke the wonders you’ll discover ashore. Sail to fascinating destinations in faraway lands while enjoying The Finest Cuisine at Sea and personalized service that distinguish every ship in our fleet.
One of life’s greatest luxuries is space –

space to relax and reflect, to contemplate or to celebrate. When space meets light,

color and texture, that is where the magic happens.

A SENSE OF SPACE

Vista brings a fresh perspective to the small, luxurious ships of Oceania Cruises

with a distinctive blend of grand spaces that

inspire celebration and tranquil oases that invite repose.
CALL 855-OCEANIA (855-623-2642) OR CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL ADVISOR | experience
Each Oceania Cruises journey begins when you enter the soaring atrium where you are met with a truly grand welcome – the iconic Grand Staircase that is a focal point of each of our ships. *Vista*’s signature Grand Staircase is a sparkling wonder of sleek curves and elegant details that manifest a sense of harmony and balance.

The design was inspired by organic elements of the land and sea and evokes a sense of movement, ever forward to the next vista. The ascending stairs embrace a glistening floor-to-ceiling pillar of crystal and light that sets the tone for the illuminating voyage ahead.
The lounge known as Martinis is far more than a place to sip a signature cocktail – although its namesake libation alone is reason enough to spend some time here. Martinis is a glamorous destination that welcomes guests to a warm, inviting setting amidst walls of shimmering glass under a canopy of crystal.

The classic elegance of Vista’s Martinis offers a fresh perspective of timeless allure and is a brilliant reflection of art and culture. With an air of both sophistication and ease, this space provides the perfect backdrop for extraordinary evenings. Simply gather with friends in your favorite alcove and let the memories be made.
Vista’s provocative Grand Lounge plays with shape and form to create visual elements that are striking even as they are understated. The color palette is an ode to metals and minerals with shades of bronze, onyx and alabaster lending both balance and interest. The resulting space evokes exclusivity – the feel of a luxurious private club – inviting guests to relax and enjoy an aperitif before dinner or a nightcap before retiring as they relive the day’s adventures with fellow explorers.
HORIZONS
A VIEW OF THE WORLD

The most distinctive feature of aptly named Horizons is the lounge’s dramatic floor-to-ceiling windows, offering 180 degrees of stunning vistas that are the ship’s namesake. This space celebrates the journey by providing a unique perspective on the alluring destinations that await ashore and the seas that carry you to what lies ahead.

To ensure that you can fully appreciate these sweeping panoramas, Horizons is appointed with comfortable furnishings in soothing tones that create a sense of home, even as the view assures you that you are far from it.
A NEW FAVORITE ESCAPE

Guests often state that the Library is their favorite spot to relax on board our ships, so special care was taken to ensure that Vista’s Library inspires quietude and respite. Glass walls offer views of soothing seascapes, but the greatest comfort may be found within the Library’s inner sanctum. The aesthetic recalls a modern equestrian estate – warm and inviting with an atmosphere of effortless luxury. It is the perfect place to curl up with a best-selling novel, peruse a guidebook on your next destination or simply indulge in a nap in one of the sumptuous chairs.
Vista will be the first ship afloat with a library exclusively styled in Ralph Lauren Home. Sophisticated lounge seating offers a comfortable place to settle, while polished nickel sconces and chandeliers provide the ideal ambient lighting for reading or repose. Sepia equestrian prints adorn the walls of this refined yet restful space, home to more than 2,000 books and periodicals ready to pique your interest or lull you into a reverie.
Vista will not only chart a new course to alluring ports of call but also reveal new
to wellness through the Aquamar Spa + Vitality Center. Our first purpose-
built, holistic wellness center is the foundation of a commitment to well-being
that informs the entire Oceania Cruises experience. Rejuvenating treatment areas,
a state-of-the-art fitness center and a spacious new salon are all dedicated to your
personal wellness journey.

The crown jewel of this lavish facility is the Aquamar Spa Terrace, an open-air
deck of plush loungers, plunge pools and whirlpool spas, all with soothing views
of the sea. Relax on the terrace prior to a spa treatment to prepare your mind and
body, or linger there afterward to bask in the serenity.
Vista’s Pool Deck mirrors the beauty of the surrounding sea. Taking its cue from natural environments that inspire tranquility, the design of the Pool Deck brings together organic textures and calming tones to create an idyllic onboard escape. Relax in the luxury of a shaded cabana overlooking the serene scene, or lounge on a daybed right at the water’s edge until you’re ready for a refreshing swim.
From hors d’oeuvre to entrée and from floor to chandelier, the experience of The Finest Cuisine at Sea has been reimagined from a fresh perspective.

AN EPIC CULINARY JOURNEY

In addition to the restaurants that have been longtime favorites, guests will find four new dining venues on board Vista and an astounding array of diverse new dishes, ranging from the casual to the extravagant.
THE GRAND DINING ROOM

DINING IN GRAND STYLE

The grande dame of the Oceania Cruises culinary world, The Grand Dining Room invites guests to a leisurely dining experience amidst an ambiance that soars to heights as lofty as the cuisine. This signature restaurant has always featured a bevy of delicious Continental dishes and now offers even more exciting choices and a wide spectrum of global flavors. Menus change daily, and the all-new Executive Chef’s Tasting Menu promises multiple courses of the chef’s most exquisite creations.
Jacques Pépin

Oceania Cruises’ Executive Culinary Director since 2003, Master Chef Jacques Pépin has long inspired our culinary team and our culinary passions. An internationally renowned chef, author of more than 30 cookbooks and host of 13 PBS television series, he served as personal chef to three French heads of state, including Charles de Gaulle, and is also the recipient of countless awards, including the American Public Television’s Lifetime Achievement Award and La Légion d’Honneur, France’s highest civilian honor. In 2016, Master Chef Pépin and his closest family founded the Jacques Pépin Foundation to share Jacques’ passion for cooking and mastery of technique with economically disadvantaged individuals in order to encourage them to seek pathways of success through culinary professionalism.
EMBER

INVENTIVE AMERICAN CREATIONS

The newest addition to the Oceania Cruises family of restaurants, Ember will warm your culinary soul. Paying homage to distinctly American classics, our chefs have crafted fresh, contemporary interpretations of dishes such as Maryland crab cakes, braised short ribs and the Cobb salad invented in Hollywood’s famous Brown Derby restaurant. Whether you stop in for a light lunch or quick dinner or prefer to savor a five-course meal, the cuisine promises to be exquisite, the ambiance inviting and the staff affable.
POLO GRILL

THE CLASSIC STEAKHOUSE

Polo Grill delights diners with the ultimate steakhouse experience, presented with timeless reverence by a cadre of black-jacketed servers who set the tone for an evening of gracious and leisurely dining. Each course stands as the very definition of a time-honored favorite, most notably the 28-day dry-aged steaks, all of which are certified Black Angus USDA Prime. Succulent seafood dishes, such as grilled swordfish and whole Maine lobster gratinée, are also classics in their own right.
TOSCANA
AN EVOLUTION OF TUSCAN CUISINE

Savor delectable Tuscan cuisine in a truly Italian setting of rich Chianina leather, handblown Venetian glass and Carrara marble. Presented on elegant, custom-designed Versace china, masterfully prepared dishes exemplify the essence of Tuscany and celebrate Italy’s culinary passion. The evening might begin with octopus carpaccio or hand-rolled gnocchi with pesto, perhaps followed by osso buco or pan-seared sea bass with Sorrento lemon and capers.
RED GINGER

BOLD YET BALANCED FLAVORS

Red Ginger radiates harmony, reflecting both the boldness and subtleties of its Pan-Asian dishes. The Thai, Korean, Japanese and other Asian specialties are a mélange of savory and sweet that will please virtually any palate. Try a spicy duck and watermelon salad, Vietnamese banh trang rolls or the sushi chef’s daily selection. Then savor a Malaysian beef penang or lobster pad Thai. In Red Ginger, the gustatory pleasures are as exquisite as the visual ones.
The Grand Dining Room offers an abundance of exceptionally light, fresh and healthy options for breakfast, lunch and dinner, including Aquamar Vitality Cuisine and gourmet vegetarian selections.
Privée is our marquee venue for intimate, bespoke culinary celebrations. An
eye-catching chandelier descends from the blooming flower petals of the
ceiling, illuminating a polished marble table where the culinary magic happens.
Dramatically backlit, debossed walls envelop much of the space, while one side
opens onto floor-to-ceiling glass that provides an exhilarating view. The striking
ambiance and gourmet menus ensure a most memorable evening with your
closest confidants.
Aquamar Kitchen presents a decidedly fresh perspective on dining and the pursuit of wellness. Whether you are a dedicated flexitarian or a die-hard foodie, Aquamar Kitchen offers an abundance of indulgence with none of the guilt. Breakfast selections include cold-pressed raw juices and super-food smoothies, hearty homemade granolas and avocado toasts, organic power bowls, and savory breakfast wraps. For lunch, dozens of tempting, healthy dishes are offered such as slow-roasted organic salmon with quinoa tabouleh and lemon tahini, yellowfin tacos with white cabbage slaw or even a crunchy chicken sandwich on a freshly baked whole grain bun.
THE CULINARY CENTER DINING ROOM

PLEASURES OF THE PALATE

During hands-on cooking classes in The Culinary Center on board Vista, passionate Chef Instructors share their enlightening perspectives on worldwide destinations through the lens of food and wine. Adjacent to The Culinary Center teaching kitchen, the new Culinary Center Dining Room takes this epicurean experience to a whole new level. In an airy setting with ocean vistas, guests will savor recipes from our Chef Instructors that reflect the local culture of the destinations that we explore. Through the expansive windows, guests might even enjoy a view of the locale that inspired the cuisine.
Terrace Café welcomes you to informal dining at any time of day, whether inside the plushly adorned dining room or alfresco at one of the shaded tables on the stylish terrace. At breakfast, Terrace Café features a seemingly never-ending selection of sumptuous savory and sweet temptations including made-to-order eggs, omelets, pancakes and waffles. Come lunch, an expansive menu of internationally inspired dishes is complemented by flavorful rotisserie meats and the magic of the pizzeria’s oven. In the evening, enjoy dinner in decidedly relaxed comfort as our chefs serve up a remarkable array of dishes that includes grilled-to-order lobster tails, fish, steaks and chops. You’ll also find fresh, hand-cut sushi and sashimi as well as our hallmark Chef’s Market Dinners featuring locally inspired specialties from our ports of call.
BARISTAS

SIP AND SAVOR

Baristas will be a favorite stop for coffee aficionados and for anyone who wants to enjoy the ultimate vistas. This delightful coffee bar offers commanding 270-degree views over the sea while you enjoy complimentary illy® espressos, cappuccinos and other refreshing drinks prepared by our master baristas.

Complement your cup with the delicious finger sandwiches and homemade biscotti that are also served here. Whether you prefer a hot macchiato or a cool iced latte, this chic space with amazing views is perfect for relaxing in quietude or socializing with newfound friends.
The enticing aroma of freshly baked pastries will draw guests from Baristas to Vista’s new Bakery just steps away. The perfect complement to your coffee might just be a French or Italian specialty fresh from the oven. Perhaps you’ll sample a flaky, ricotta-filled sfogliatella, a confection that hails from the Italian region of Campania. If you prefer a French patisserie, you might select a decadent chocolate and almond croissant. Whatever your choice, you cannot go wrong when indulging in a delicacy created by our skilled pastry chefs.
Located in a spacious, shaded area steps from the swimming pool, Waves Grill offers all-American favorites during lunch and late into the afternoon, making it the perfect spot to grab a snack or meal after an adventurous day ashore. Watch the chefs grill gourmet burgers and sandwiches to order in the open galley, accompanying them with fresh salads, coleslaw and crispy, hand-cut fries. For dessert, try a homemade sorbet, hand-dipped milkshake or one of the new, whimsical ice cream flavors by Humphry Slocombe.
One thing that never changes aboard Oceania Cruises’ ships is the cherished tradition of afternoon tea. Promptly at four o’clock, the parade of four-tiered pastry carts begins, presenting freshly made finger sandwiches, colorful petits fours, scones with clotted cream and, of course, a wide assortment of teas. What does continue to evolve is the space where this ritual is celebrated. On Vista, the sparkling new decor and panoramic sea views of Horizons welcome guests to this daily event.
Each night aboard Vista will be a spectacle to behold, from the atmospheric Casino and world-class music to high-energy production shows and dazzling cabarets.

Unforgettable evenings at show-stopping performances are just steps from your suite or stateroom.

**LET US ENTERTAIN YOU**

For those seeking more cerebral pursuits, engaging talks by passionate Guest Speakers, hands-on cooking classes inspired by the local cuisine and creative workshops invite you to experience each new horizon more fully.
entertain
This may be the most inspiring classroom you’ve ever set foot in. The Culinary Center on board Vista feels like a lavish entertainment kitchen where a fabulous dinner party might break out at any moment. And thanks to the passion and enthusiasm of your Chef Instructors, each class does feel like a party. Master chefs demonstrate techniques and lead you step by step through the preparation of recipes that reflect the culinary traditions and innovations of the destinations where we sail. At your own fully equipped workstation in this state-of-the-art teaching kitchen, you actually prepare each dish yourself. You might learn the secrets of traditional French cuisine, the fundamentals of perfect paella, or how to make fresh pasta.

Vista will be the first ship in our fleet to feature a new dining room adjacent to The Culinary Center. Here you may have the opportunity to savor recipes you’ve learned or try other local dishes that our Chef Instructors are teaching in their classes. To further connect your culinary experience to the destinations ashore, select ports also offer our trademark Culinary Discovery Tours™ and our critically acclaimed Food & Wine Trails excursions. On these shoreside excursions, join Chef Instructors to shop for fresh ingredients at local markets, experience authentic regional fare in private homes, visit Michelin-starred restaurants and otherwise immerse yourself in the local culinary culture.
A wall of windows opens onto seascapes that are sure to inspire your inner artist at the Artist Loft, where talented Artists in Residence offer step-by-step instruction in the visual arts. With their expert guidance, you might try your hand at oil painting, watercolor, collage or photography. Perhaps you’ll discover the perfect medium to channel the creativity inspired by your travels and capture the essence of your enlightening experiences ashore. Classes vary by sailing but always promise to leave you with a unique memento of your voyage aboard Vista.
The all-new LYNC Digital Center aboard Vista is all about connection. Meet up with fellow travelers to share photos and swap stories of your adventures ashore. Connect with family at home and learn new skills with one of our engaging classes on photography, social media tips, photo editing and digital artistry. For business-minded pursuits, LYNC even has a fully equipped Conference Center. LYNC Digital Center connects you to life on board, ashore and at home.
The Casino on board Vista takes its cue from the elegance of Monte Carlo Casino and London’s Hippodrome, evolving the art nouveau elements of these iconic establishments into a space of understated, atmospheric luxury. Try your hand at your favorite games of chance and skill, perhaps warming up to test your luck ashore in an upcoming port of call. Those simply seeking a refined space in which to enjoy a cocktail will be drawn to the subtle glow of the golden Casino Bar.
Our entertainment architects have engineered a space with the best possible acoustics and visual lines to provide a home worthy of the engaging talent that you will witness in the Vista Lounge. During the daytime, experts in their fields – from diplomats to chefs to historians – enlighten you with enrichment programs that provide insight into the regions you are exploring. After the sun sets, the Vista Lounge presents a new line-up of entertainment to enthrall the audience, including sophisticated cabarets, world-class musicians, dynamic vocalists and exclusive headliners.
Featuring timeless decor and tranquil tones,

Vista’s luxurious accommodations set a new standard

for sophisticated residential style.

YOUR PERSONAL SANCTUARY

In a first for Oceania Cruises, every suite and stateroom on Vista

features a private veranda. Vista is also the first ship to offer a new category

of Concierge Level staterooms designed specifically for solo travelers.
With an exceptionally spacious feel and a metropolitan flair, the Owner's, Vista, Oceania and Penthouse Suites represent the pinnacle of luxury in Vista’s accommodations. These luxe residences feature expansive private verandas, sumptuous bedding, lavish baths and an abundance of living and dining spaces for entertaining or simply relaxing. The stylish, natural tones of the decor are complemented by equally sophisticated amenities. Simply ring your personal Butler for exclusive services ranging from garment pressing to serving a course-by-course dinner in your suite. To further ensure your ultimate comfort, these suites include exclusive keycard access to the nearby Executive Lounge staffed with a dedicated Concierge.

**Butler Services**

Exclusively in Suites (Owner’s, Vista, Oceania and Penthouse Suites)

- Course-by-course in-suite dining
- Order in from any of our specialty restaurants
- Coordination of shoreside dinner and entertainment reservations
- Last-minute luggage collection
- Packing and unpacking upon request
- Complimentary garment pressing
- Complimentary shoeshine service
- Gourmet evening canapés
- Special services upon request

*Certain limitations apply*
**Suite Privileges**

*In addition to stateroom amenities*

- Priority 11 am ship embarkation with priority luggage delivery
- FREE laundry service – up to 3 bags per suite*
- Exclusive card-only access to private Executive Lounge staffed by a dedicated Concierge featuring complimentary soft drinks, coffees and snacks throughout the day
- 24-hour Butler service
- Complimentary in-suite bar setup with 6 full-size bottles of your choice of premium spirits and wines from our suite beverage menu**
- Complimentary welcome bottle of Champagne
- Fresh fruit basket replenished daily**
- Priority online specialty restaurant reservations
- Unlimited access to the Aquamar Spa Terrace
- iPad® upon request for your enjoyment on board
- Optional private in-suite embarkation day lunch from noon to 2 pm in Owner’s Suites
- Customized entertainment system
- Bulgari gift set** and variety of amenities
- Choice of daily printed newspaper**
- Complimentary Oceania Cruises logo tote bag and personalized stationery**
- Cashmere lap blankets
- Choice of pillow from a luxurious selection**
- Complimentary shoeshine service
- Complimentary pressing of garments upon embarkation***

* Up to 20 garments per laundry bag; additional restrictions apply
** Owner’s, Vista and Oceania Suites
*** Certain limitations apply

Smoking in suites, staterooms and on verandas is strictly prohibited.
Luxurious icons

Spanning the full beam of the ship, each of the three Owner’s Suites on board Vista boasts more than 2,500 square feet of luxury. Adding to the spaciousness, floor-to-ceiling windows in every room create an airy atmosphere filled with natural light and surrounded by extraordinary views. These seagoing suites are styled exclusively in Ralph Lauren Home in a harmonious symphony of new furniture introductions and iconic classics.

The dramatic double-doored entry opens onto a grand foyer that leads to the dining room, where an arching wall of glass overlooks the sea. The centerpiece here is an elegant Brook Street Salon dining table surrounded by Holbrook Director’s Chairs from Ralph Lauren Home, while the adjacent living room showcases a pared-down approach to modern furnishings with a nautical flair and glamorous accents. A chic rosewood cocktail bar stands ready to entertain, and another wall of glass opens onto an expansive teak veranda. The master bedroom is an entire retreat unto itself, featuring a luxurious Cote d’Azur king-size bed, capacious walk-in closets, and an opulent master bath with a large soaking tub and an ocean-view shower. A second teak veranda off the master bedroom promises peaceful solitude amidst the refined elegance.
Extravagant seaside residences

Situated in premier locations affording sweeping views, the eight Vista Suites are designed to be the ultimate seaside villas. With 1,450 to nearly 1,850 square feet of space, these chic retreats are swathed in subtle tones that pay deference to the sea and sky and are accented by luminescent marbles, granites and rich weathered oak.

The airy living room is flanked by a handsome dining room and bar area offering splendid views of the sea and opening onto a large teak veranda where the scenic vistas continue. Also opening onto the private veranda, an extravagant master suite features a plush king-size bed adjacent to a spacious wardrobe room and dressing area. The sunlit master bath is complete with double vanities, a rainforest shower and a porcelain soaking tub, and the suite includes a separate bathroom for guests as well.
Opulent metropolitan homes

Averaging approximately 1,000 to 1,200 square feet, each of the 14 Oceania Suites radiates an ambiance of exquisite residential luxury. Thoughtfully appointed living and dining spaces invite gracious entertaining, while the master bedroom provides a haven for relaxation with its grand king-size bed and opulent marble-clad bathroom with a soaking tub and shower. Both the living room and bedroom open onto a private teak veranda offering exceptional views. Oceania Suites also feature a guest bathroom and a cozy private study that can serve as a guest studio.
Elevated enclaves

An abundance of space and elevated levels of luxury define the Penthouse Suite experience. Tony furnishings punctuate the soothing color palette of the suite, which is resplendent in rich upholstery and fine fabrics. Measuring 440 square feet, Penthouse Suites feature the luxuries of a walk-in closet and an oversized bath with dual vanities and a rainforest shower. The large private veranda invites guests to admire the spectacular views overlooking the sea.
CONCIERGE LEVEL

AN EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE

While all of Vista’s staterooms offer ample space and luxury, Concierge Level staterooms elevate the experience with an additional measure of exclusive amenities and benefits. An expanded room service menu includes the option to enjoy dishes from The Grand Dining Room in the comfort of your stateroom during lunch and dinner. Concierge Level guests also enjoy free, unlimited access to the beautifully appointed Aquamar Spa Terrace and exclusive keycard access to the private Concierge Lounge staffed with a dedicated Concierge. With additional amenities such as free laundry service and complimentary garment pressing, the Concierge Level experience promises an unrivaled combination of privilege and value.
Concierge
Exclusive Privileges

In addition to stateroom amenities

- Expanded lunch and dinner room service menu from The Grand Dining Room
- FREE laundry service – up to 3 bags per stateroom*  
- Priority noon ship embarkation
- Exclusive card-only access to private Concierge Lounge staffed by a dedicated Concierge featuring complimentary soft drinks, coffees and snacks throughout the day
- Complimentary welcome bottle of Champagne
- Priority online specialty restaurant reservations
- Unlimited access to the Aquamar Spa Terrace
- iPad® upon request for your enjoyment on board**
- Complimentary Oceania Cruises logo tote bag
- Cashmere lap blankets, perfect for relaxing on your veranda
- Complimentary pressing of garments upon embarkation***
- Complimentary shoeshine service

*Up to 20 garments per laundry bag; additional restrictions apply  
**Limited availability  
***Certain limitations apply

Smoking in suites, staterooms and on verandas is strictly prohibited
Unequaled privileges and value | With more than 290 square feet of living space, each Concierge Level Veranda Stateroom envelops guests in lavish comfort and offers even more spaciousness than our standard Veranda Staterooms. Shades of rich cream and fawn set the tone for luxuriant repose with a sumptuous queen-size Tranquility Bed and a comfortable sitting area opening onto the large private veranda. You’ll also find a sizeable closet and a marble bath with a walk-in rainforest shower. Exclusive Concierge Level amenities, such as room service from The Grand Dining Room and free laundry services, elevate the experience to the sublime.
**CONCIERGE LEVEL SOLO VERANDA STATEROOM**

**Luxuriously designed for one** | Solo travelers have a fresh reason to delight in this new category of stateroom designed exclusively for them. Spacious yet cozy, the Concierge Level Solo Veranda Stateroom features a comfortable sitting area overlooking the private veranda with ocean views as well as a separate sleeping area, bath and copious storage space. Guests also enjoy the full array of Concierge Level amenities, such as free laundry service and keycard access to the exclusive Concierge Lounge.
In a first for Oceania Cruises, every stateroom on board Vista includes the coveted luxury of a private veranda. Our beautifully designed Veranda Staterooms and French Veranda Staterooms are bathed in soft, neutral tones inspired by the natural light streaming in. The timeless decor reflects the best of residential design aesthetics with multiple layers of luxurious furnishings, accents and artwork.

Inviting relaxation and rejuvenation, these restful spaces feature a separate sitting area, queen-size bed and large bath. Each gorgeous personal retreat is a welcoming home away from home.
Stateroom Amenities

- Tranquility Bed, an Oceania Cruises exclusive, with 1,000-thread-count linens*
- FREE soft drinks replenished daily in your refrigerated mini-bar
- FREE still & sparkling Vero Water®
- Private teak veranda
- Bulgari amenities
- FREE room service menu 24 hours a day
- Twice-daily maid service
- Belgian chocolates with turndown service
- Interactive television system with on-demand movies, weather and more
- Wireless Internet access and cellular service
- Writing desk and stationery
- Plush cotton towels, robes and slippers
- Handheld hair dryer
- Security safe

*King-size bed (cannot be converted into twin beds) for suites and queen-size bed for all other staterooms (Tranquility Bed available for purchase at OceaniaBedCollection.com)

Smoking in suites, staterooms and on verandas is strictly prohibited
Exquisitely elegant | With more than 290 square feet of living space, Vista’s Veranda Staterooms are the embodiment of spaciousness. Suffused in soothing neutrals punctuated with warm sienna, each is furnished with a plush queen-size bed, a comfortable sitting area and a private veranda. High-tech amenities and ample closet space provide additional comfort and convenience. The lavishly appointed bathroom includes a rainforest shower and large vanity.
**Sumptuous and spacious** | The inspired design of these capacious staterooms promises supreme comfort and uncompromising attention to detail. Comforting tones of the earth and sea accentuate the luxurious linens of the queen-size bed and the comfortable furnishings of the separate sitting area. A floor-to-ceiling glass door opens onto the graceful banister of the French veranda, transforming the entire stateroom into an open-air terrace. The bathroom features a rainforest shower and abundant space as well.
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SHIP'S SPECIFICATIONS

Year Built: 2023
Gross Tonnage: 67,000
Length: 791 feet
Beam: 105 feet
Cruising Speed: 20 knots
Guest Decks: 11
Guest Capacity: 1,200
Staff Size: 800
Guest-to-Staff Ratio: 1.56 to 1
Nationality of Officers: European
Country of Registry: Marshall Islands
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A marvel in the making, we invite you to experience your world from a new perspective. No matter which ship you sail on, the Oceania Cruises fleet of seven lets you explore the world in comfort and style.

WELCOME ABOARD

From the moment you step on board, you feel welcomed by our casually sophisticated atmosphere and dedicated staff. Savor The Finest Cuisine at Sea and spend the days exactly as you wish, taking the ever-changing vistas as inspiration to discover what magical possibilities await.

For details on Vista’s inaugural voyages, visit OceaniaCruises.com.